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Welcome to Greenock Ocean Terminal, the port for Glasgow
and the west coast of Scotland, perfectly located for easy cruise
itinerary planning. We work closely with all our cruise partners
to ensure that you, and most importantly your passengers, enjoy
a memorable visit to the Clyde. We guarantee: a warm welcome;
a secure, spacious environment; 24/7 access for all ships; always
alongside; and first class destination itineraries.
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A friendly, warm welcome awaits you on arrival

Ceud Míle Fáilte
A hundred thousand welcomes

Greenock Ocean Terminal is the gateway to some
of Scotland’s most beautiful scenery and an array
of exciting excursions and attractions.
Whether your passengers are looking for a
distillery tour and whisky tasting, contemporary
culture, designer shopping, castles, golf or world
class art galleries and museums, every possible
need and taste can be catered for.
With attentive service, excellent facilities and
a warm Scottish reception awaiting, the only
difficulty your passengers will have is choosing
which excursion to sample first.
We look forward to welcoming you and your guests.

“

Greenock Ocean Terminal provides an excellent facility.
The port is managed in a friendly and professional
manner which reflects in the passenger satisfaction
ratings we receive. It is without doubt one of the best
ports in Scotland, particularly when operating the
bigger ships and the higher volumes of guests on tour.
Martin Bidgood, Regional Director of UK & Ireland
Intercruise
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”

With a highly accessible location on the west coast of Scotland,
Greenock Ocean Terminal is perfectly positioned for a cruise itinerary
that guarantees a warmth of welcome second to none.
From the moment passengers disembark to the stirring sounds
of a traditional piper’s welcome, they experience the friendliness
and character for which Scotland is world renowned. Our efficient,
dedicated staff are on hand to ensure passengers enjoy a cheerful
greeting and a seamless transfer to the many excursion opportunities,
while crew benefit from our professionalism, technical expertise and
excellent facilities.
Scotland’s largest city, Glasgow, is a vibrant, exciting destination for
cruise passengers and is just 35 minutes’ drive from the port.

L-R: Welcome to Greenock Ocean Terminal. Experience a warm reception, a dram, pipers, ‘Big Hamish’ and a friendly smile.

Offering a true taste of Scotland with a contemporary edge, Glasgow
boasts a fantastic range of visitor attractions and iconic architecture.
The city has a host of options for full and half day excursions and its
compact walkable nature means it is also perfect for independent
passengers.
Greenock Ocean Terminal also lies at the heart of an air, rail and
road network providing easy access to the rest of Scotland - from the
bonnie banks of Loch Lomond to the mystic Highlands, from Ayrshire’s
Burns Country to majestic Edinburgh.
The rest of the UK, Ireland and the Baltics are all within easy sailing
distance, making Greenock Ocean Terminal the perfect choice for any
cruise itinerary.
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Greenock
Ocean Terminal

Enjoy peace of mind in an
experienced port that delivers every time

At a glance

SCOTLAND

• Cruise ships have space to manoeuvre off
the terminal and come alongside at any state
of the tide
• Quayside space for 60 coaches, which allows Glasgow
GREENOCK
in excess of 3,500 passengers to quickly
OCEAN TERMINAL
embark or disembark

Edinburgh

• Passenger car parking facilities on site
• The port is open 24/7 with tight security

Newcastle

• Highly experienced staff

NORTHERN
IRELAND

Belfast

ESSENTIAL PORT FACTS
Maximum size of vessel

No restrictions

Quay length

376m

Draught

12.6m

Tidal range

“
4

”

Rupert Woodard, Managing Director
Excursions Ltd
L-R: From the smooth approach, through the terminal to onward tours, the Greenock experience is flawless.

At the head of the sheltered and scenic Clyde estuary on Scotland’s
Atlantic coast, Greenock Ocean Terminal’s deep water quay combines
modern quayside facilities with a fantastic location.
Access could not be easier. All ships, regardless of their size, enjoy
extensive space to position themselves directly alongside for ease of
docking with no tidal or lock restrictions. The port is open, staffed
and highly secure around the clock, seven days a week. Our staff are
well experienced in welcoming all sizes of vessel and can efficiently
facilitate the smooth transfer of over 3,500 passengers on and off
cruise ships for onward journeys.

The spacious quayside can easily accommodate 60 coaches with
further parking facilities available on site. The newly refurbished
Terminal Building provides access to a host of local information
and assistance for both passengers and crew, from opportunities to
purchase essential items and souvenirs, right through to internet
access. The Terminal is also ideally positioned close to a giant
supermarket and shopping mall.

3m
Liverpool

REPUBLIC
Bunkering
OF IRELAND

Compulsory

Fresh water

30 tonnes per hour

Towage

Available

Agency service

Available

Pilotage

Our cruise clients never fail to give positive feedback when
their ships call at Greenock. The warm Scottish welcome,
top quality facilities, eager staff, and the availability of high
standards of transport and guides make our job very much
easier. The perfect gateway to West Scotland, with numerous
major visitor attractions and idyllic countryside within very
short distances, it is no wonder Greenock features on savvy
cruise itineraries!

Dublin

Available

ENGLAND
WALES

Cork

Milford Haven

A key element in our success is our willingness to work hand-in-hand
with our cruise partners. Greenock Ocean Terminal’s facilities, skills
and expertise ensure peace of mind for both crew and passengers that
their visit will be memorable, run smoothly and to schedule.

Swansea
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Cardiff

Southampton

London

Local ambassadors go the extra mile for passengers
Help is at hand
The Inverclyde Tourist Group Information
Area in the terminal building is fully equipped
with detailed local transportation timetables,
information on attractions, eating out and
shopping, phone cards for sale and also
provides access to the internet.

“

Inverclyde Tourist Group is a voluntary group of
approximately 50 informed and enthusiastic members.
We provide a valuable meet and greet service for
passengers from the cruise ships, imparting information
on local events and places to visit and offering complimentary
coach tours of the local area for passengers interested in
spending their day in and around Greenock and Inverclyde.
Ann MacLeod, Inverclyde Tourist Group

6

”

L-R: An enthusiastic welcome awaits every cruise passenger from Inverclyde Tourist Group.

Every cruise ship that visits Greenock Ocean Terminal is greeted by the
greatest ambassadors of our local area. Volunteers from the Inverclyde
Tourist Group (ITG) are on hand as passengers arrive, to extend a
warm welcome and provide an unrivalled depth of knowledge on the
surrounding area.
Dressed in their distinctive tartan uniforms, these dedicated local
residents are a visible presence in the terminal and an outstanding
source of information and assistance as visitors disembark and
embark. Passengers not participating on pre booked tours can spend
time with the ambassadors learning about the many places of interest
nearby and can enjoy free local tours in the Inverclyde district including
Greenock, Gourock and Newark Castle.

As the group are actively involved with the local community, they can
also provide a unique and valuable insight into local life in Inverclyde.
The ITG team are seasoned professionals in welcoming cruise
passengers and crew, and instinctively know many of the needs of
those sailing to Greenock. From assisting with locating luggage and
completing health questionnaires to offering refreshments for sale,
these local ambassadors even help passengers make the most of
photo opportunities with the welcoming pipers!

www.inverclydetouristgroup.co.uk
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Greenock, the ‘sunny place’ on the Port’s doorstep
Famous Facts
James Watt (1736 – 1819), the famous
Scottish inventor and mechanical engineer
is one of Greenock’s most celebrated sons.
He radically improved the power, efficiency,
and cost-effectiveness of steam engines which
was instrumental in the Industrial Revolution.
He developed the concept of horsepower and the
unit of power, the “watt”, was named after him.
James Watt is commemorated in Greenock by
a college, library, pub and street.
Greenock is home to the world’s first
Burns Club which was founded in 1801 by
merchants born in Ayrshire, some of whom
had known Robert Burns.

“

The Greenock Telegraph, dating from 1857, is
one of the oldest daily local newspapers in the
United Kingdom.

”

Although the origin of the town’s name is uncertain,
it is generally accepted that Greenock is named after
the Gaelic “Grianaig” meaning a sunny place.
Wikipedia.org

Passengers preferring to explore the local area can sample the town
of Greenock just a five minute walk away from the terminal, with
its spectacular views over the River Clyde from The Esplanade. The
viewpoint at Lyle Hill boasts vistas of Loch Long, Holy Loch, Loch Goil,
Gareloch, the Argyll Hills and a number of Munros on a clear day.
The town was originally built on herring fishing which developed the
shipbuilding industry, bringing prosperity to the region in the 19th
and 20th centuries. This is evident in the many examples of fine
Victorian architecture such as the Municipal Buildings, Sheriff Court,
Custom House and the McLean Museum which is most certainly
worth a visit to learn more about the fascinating history of Greenock
and the local area.

The mothers of American stand-up comedian
and Tonight Show host Jay Leno and American
actress Julianne Moore were born and brought
up in Greenock before emigrating to the
United States.

The 21st century has seen a £400m regeneration of the Greenock
waterfront where the shipyards were originally located, with exciting
projects including residential and commercial ventures, a marina
and theatre.
For passengers wishing a spot of handy shopping, Greenock boasts
a pedestrianised indoor shopping mall, the Oak Mall, with many
high street names, while West Blackhall Street features a host of
independent traders. Nearby towns of Gourock and Kilmacolm are
home to many small specialist shops.

9
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L-R: Cloch Lighthouse, Free French Memorial, James Watt Memorial, aerial view of Greenock,
McLean Museum exterior and interior, portrait of James Watt.
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Glasgow, a city where tradition meets contemporary

TOUR

Glasgow Icons
Visit:
To easily appreciate the creative genius of Charles
Rennie Mackintosh, passengers can enjoy a
compact itinerary with conveniently short transfer
times between places of interest. Start the tour
with a visit to House for an Art Lover on the south
side of Glasgow, a unique attraction inspired from
Mackintosh’s portfolio of drawings of 1901 which
includes a permanent exhibition of decoratively
furnished rooms. Head to the city centre for
sumptuous afternoon tea at The Willow Tearooms
in Buchanan Street, followed by a visit to The
Glasgow School of Art, one of the most inspiring
structures of the twentieth century.

See:
Many examples of Glasgow’s outstanding
and varied architecture, including beautiful
panoramas of the city when crossing the
River Clyde.

Also enjoy:

“

”

...Glasgow - this exuberant, design-conscious city of high
sophistication and even higher style...
National Geographic Traveler

Glasgow is hailed as the ‘dear green place’ for its many attractive and
beautifully cared for parks, however its aesthetic standing truly rests
with its breathtaking architecture. It is a city of culture where Italianate
steeples and medieval spires sit harmoniously with neo-gothic towers,
sensuous Charles Rennie Mackintosh Art Nouveau and the titanium,
glass and steel of the contemporary city.
Glasgow has the full spectrum of architectural styles, from the modern
design of the state-of-the-art Glasgow Science Centre, to the intricacy
of Glasgow Cathedral, one of Scotland’s most magnificent medieval
buildings. One of the few Scottish medieval churches to survive
the reformation of 1560 intact, the church also holds the tomb of
St Mungo, Glasgow’s patron saint and founder.

www.seeglasgow.com
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L-R: Glasgow School of Art, Glasgow Science Centre, Glasgow Cathedral, The Botanic Gardens,
Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, The Clyde Auditorium, Royal Exchange Square.

A visit to nearby Scotland Street School, an
outstanding example of Mackintosh’s design work
that presents the history of education in Scotland.

Cruise passengers to Glasgow can view the sandstone Baroque
splendour of Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum and nearby
savour the unmistakable lines and palettes of Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, one of the most creative figures of the early 20th Century.
A world-renowned architect, designer and artist, Mackintosh’s works
can be experienced throughout the city from the unique House for
an Art Lover set in Bellahouston Park and fascinating Scotland Street
School, to his masterpiece The Glasgow School of Art in central
Glasgow, which retains its original purpose as a hardworking art
school that attracts talented students from all over the world.

11
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Spend the day with Monet,
Degas, Van Gogh, Rembrandt, Guthrie & Dali

2

TOUR

Art & Artefacts
Visit:
Experience the depth and variety of one of
Europe’s greatest civic art collections in one
outstanding location by including a visit to
Kelvingrove Art Galley and Museum in your
passengers’ tour options. Located in the West End
of the city, just minutes drive from the city centre,
Kelvingrove offers excellent guided tours for
groups and visitors can also enjoy its cafés
and shops.

See:
In addition to the fascinating exhibits, see the
imposing red sandstone architecture of one
of Glasgow’s landmark buildings with views
across beautiful Kelvingrove Park to the spires
of the world-renowned University of Glasgow.

Also enjoy:

“

”

One of the greatest civic collections in Europe.

Neil McGregor, Director of the British Museum
speaking of Glasgow’s art collection.

12

For passengers wishing to sample art and history, Glasgow has an
outstanding portfolio of more than 20 museums and galleries most
of which offer free admission. These include the People’s Palace,
St Mungo Museum of Religious Life and Art and Provand’s Lordship,
the oldest house in Glasgow.
Flagship attraction Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum, Scotland’s
most popular visitor attraction, has 22 themed, state-of-the-art
galleries which house an astonishing 8,000 objects. The internationally
significant collections are wide-ranging, including natural history,
arms and armour, and art ranging from Dali’s famous ‘Christ of
St John of the Cross’ to masterpieces by ‘The Glasgow Boys’ the
Scottish Colourists, Rembrandt, Titian and a world class collection
of Impressionist paintings.

Based in what was once the townhouse of tobacco trader William
Cunninghame of Lainshaw, the Gallery of Modern Art (GoMA) offers
a regularly changing programme of temporary exhibitions featuring
work by local, national and international artists. Works from
Glasgow Museums’ impressive collection of contemporary art are
often displayed in GoMA’s Galleries. The collection includes world
renowned artists such as Andy Warhol and David Hockney, Scottish
names like John Bellany and Ken Currie, and Turner Prize winners
Grayson Perry, Simon Starling and Douglas Gordon.
Glasgow really has something for every artistic taste. The Burrell
Collection set in award-winning Pollok Country Park, contains a wealth
of Egyptian, Chinese and Islamic artefacts, while The Hunterian Art
Gallery at the University of Glasgow, houses the largest display of
work by artist James McNeill Whistler and The Mackintosh House,
a reconstruction of Charles Rennie Mackintosh’s original home.

L-R: Vétheuil by Monet, La Repetition by Degas, Portrait of Alexander Reid by Van Gogh,
Rembrandt’s Man in Armour, Hard at It by Guthrie, Dali’s Christ of St John of the Cross.

A leisurely stroll through Kelvingrove Park to
The Hunterian Museum, The Hunterian Art Gallery
and The Mackintosh House nearby. The Hunterian
is rated as one of the top five museums in Scotland
because of the scale, breadth and significance of its
collections, which range from art and archeology to
medicine and zoology.

Images © Glasgow City Council (Museums) 2010.
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Experience serious retail therapy in Glasgow city centre

TOUR

Shop ‘Til You Drop
Visit:
Passengers wishing time to themselves to
enjoy some retail therapy, will experience the
convenience of The Style Mile. Alighting in George
Square, Glasgow’s principal civic square, visitors
arrive into a square mile that houses the most
extraordinary concentration of inspirational
shopping, atmospheric cafés and fine restaurants.
From designer to high street, vintage to value,
visitors experience the best shopping outside
London in a uniquely compact location.

See:
The beautiful architecture of Royal Exchange
Square, home to the Gallery of Modern Art,
George Square with the imposing Glasgow City
Chambers, and the lovingly restored buildings of
the Merchant City.

Also enjoy:

“

”

The Retail Footprint 2010 confirmed Glasgow as the
second biggest retail destination in the UK.
Compiled by independent industry research company CACI

Shopping is an absolute delight in Glasgow. Its compact city centre and
grid system make it easy to navigate for cruise passengers enjoying a
vital retail expedition.
One square mile of ‘The Style Mile’, as it is known, is home to giant
high street malls such as the ultra modern Buchanan Galleries and
the St Enoch Centre, just a short stroll from the elegance of the
Italian Centre and stylish speciality shopping of Princes Square. The
former warehouses of the ‘Tobacco Lords’, the eighteenth century
entrepreneurs who built Glasgow’s wealth through the tobacco, sugar
and cotton trade, have now been transformed in to the fashionable
shops, bars and galleries of the Merchant City.

If shopping for Scottish mementoes interests your
passengers, why not give them the opportunity
to learn more about Scotland’s most famous
instrument, the bagpipes, as they shop. The
National Piping Centre houses a fascinating
museum and interpretation centre and sells
everything bagpipe related!

Kilt makers, tweed and tartan shops throughout the city centre
enable visitors to take home a little piece of Scotland, while the
mews and lanes of the city’s bohemian West-End are a treasure
trove for anyone hunting curios and rare books. Contemporary works
by both up-and-coming and established artists can be found in the
art galleries of West Regent Street.
Whether cruise passengers are looking for gifts for loved ones or
a reminder of their enjoyable experience of Glasgow, the legendary
warmth of Scottish hospitality is always evident. A friendly welcome
is just one of the traditions that Glaswegians impart with a passion.

15
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L-R: Hamleys Toy Shop, Buchanan Street, Princes Square, browsing in The Style Mile, Che Camille,
Shoe shopping in Princes Square.
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TOUR

A choice of world class golf is only a short drive away

Play a Round
Visit:
In less than 90 minutes’ drive from Greenock
Ocean Terminal, passengers can savour the
delights of championship fairways at Scotland’s
famous Turnberry Resort in South Ayrshire.
Offering world class golf on the Ailsa, Kintyre
and Arran courses, combined with exceptional
teaching facilities in the Colin Montgomerie Links
Golf Academy, this outstanding and accessible
tour option means passengers can maximise
their time on the course whilst enjoying some
of Scotland’s beautiful coastal scenery.

See:
Breathtaking coastal views of the Isle of Arran,
known as Scotland in miniature, Ailsa Craig and
the Irish Sea.

Also enjoy:

“

Playing golf in Scotland is certainly a spectacular
experience, as the country offers unbeatable vistas
and world-class fairways which attract the very best
of the world’s golf elite.
Travelbite.co.uk

”

For many cruise visitors a trip to Scotland would not be complete
without the opportunity to sink a putt in the original ‘home of golf’.
With over 500 courses across Scotland from links to parkland, there
is always time for a few holes, regardless of your passengers’ length
of itinerary.

Many of the less well known courses are equally stimulating and a
perfect way to enjoy the scenery and fresh Scottish air. Just 15 minutes
from Greenock Ocean Terminal, Gleddoch House Hotel and Golf Club
offers a resort experience with impressive views over the estuary of
the River Clyde.

For the seasoned golfer and with advance planning, it may be possible
to play some of Scotland’s famous championship fairways. Prestigious
courses in and around Troon, Prestwick, Turnberry and Loch Lomond
are closest to Glasgow while, Gleneagles, Muirfield, St Andrews and
Carnoustie, are all tempting challenges within a readily accessible
drive time.

In addition to championship and resort courses, there are over 60
fantastic courses in and around Glasgow, with something for every
level of ability.

The restful haven that is the Spa at Turnberry,
from heat experiences to relaxation rooms,
bespoke treatments to the swimming pool,
whirlpool and outdoor terrace. Alternatively
visit nearby Culzean Castle and sample some of
Scotland’s famous history and heritage.

17
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L-R: The Ailsa Course at Turnberry, enjoying a few holes in Scotland, golf with views of Greenock,
The Old Course at St Andrews, teeing off in the sunshine, sinking a putt.
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Sample the ‘Water of Life’ at Glengoyne Distillery

TOUR

The Water of Life
Visit:
Extremely attentive to visiting parties, Glengoyne
Distillery offers entertaining and in-depth
distillery visits and can tailor tours exactly to your
passengers’ requirements and time availability.
Examples include The Glengoyne, Wee Tasting
and Tasting tours that run on the hour and for
which no prior booking is required for groups of
10 or less. While the Master Blender tour and the
Glengoyne Masterclass where guests create their
very own blended whisky, are specially arranged
and booked in advance.

See:
The restored Manager’s House, home to the
spectacular Sample Room with its fascinating
array of whiskies at different stages of maturation
from thousands of Glengoyne casts or take a stroll
to the waterfall in the atmospheric glen in the
distillery’s grounds.

“

Also enjoy:

”

There can be no better place on earth to sit
and take a glass of malt whisky.
Richard Grindal, The Spirit of the Whisky
speaking of Glengoyne Distillery

Glengoyne has been described as Scotland’s most beautiful distillery
– and rightly so. Nestled below the Campsie Hills in the picturesque
Blane Valley, less than an hour’s drive from Greenock Ocean Terminal,
just 30 minutes from Glasgow and Stirling and close to Loch Lomond,
this traditional, hard-working distillery has been flourishing since
1833, producing a unique selection of award-winning Single Highland
Malts, Single Casks and Special Vintages.
The Glengoyne experience allows visiting cruise passengers to see
behind the scenes in the unique atmosphere where outstanding
whiskies have been produced in a time honoured tradition, virtually
unchanged over the last 100 years.

The colourful characters, some of whom have been working with the
distillery for over 30 years, give visitors an insight into the techniques
that make Glengoyne Single Highland Malt Whisky so unique. These
resident experts tempt visitors to sample a dram on a tasting tour and
by special arrangement can even show them how to blend their own
personalised blend of whisky.

The Glengoyne Experience

The well-stocked Slainte Mhath (Your good health) shop ensures
visitors have ample opportunity to collect lasting mementoes of
their visit.

• Just 15 miles from Glasgow

The scenic drive through the historic Blane River
Valley with outstanding views of the Campsie
Hills, the Gateway to the Highlands.

• Distillery tours
• Whisky tastings
• Unique events
• Speciality shopping

19
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L-R: Glengoyne Distillery in bloom, nosing in the Sample Room, Glengoyne Stillman at work, Slainte Mhath shop,
Reception Room overlooking the waterfall and glen, a cask of Glengoyne’s unique produce.
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Visit Edinburgh,
Scotland’s capital city, steeped in history

TOUR

Auld Reekie
Visit:
No tour of Edinburgh would be complete without
exploring the fascinating fortress complex of
Edinburgh Castle, Scotland’s number one paid
for visitor attraction. Experienced guides offer
complimentary guided tours and highlights
include the Scottish Crown Jewels, the delightful
St Margaret’s Chapel and the Stone of Destiny on
which previous Scottish Monarchs were crowned.

See:
The Palace of Holyroodhouse, another must-see,
after travelling down the famous Royal Mile.
Visitors can discover centuries of fascinating
history in the royal apartments, the throne room
and the great gallery - with over 80 17th century
portraits of Scottish Monarchs.

Also enjoy:

“

Other cities may go in and out of vogue, but Edinburgh
will always command a place among the beautiful
tourist Meccas of the world.
Fodor’s Guide

”

The inspiring capital of Scotland is just 90 minutes’ drive from
Greenock Ocean Terminal. From the ramparts of the must-see historic
castle perched high on its steadfast rock imposing its presence
at the heart of the city, views abound of the city’s architectural
delights, the firth of Forth, Calton Hill and rugged Arthur’s Seat.
Visitors can experience the famous Old Town with its gritty past, the
fascinating Royal Mile with its extraordinary buildings, the Palace of
Holyroodhouse, the Queen’s official residence when she visits and
Greyfriars Kirkyard home of ‘Greyfriar’s Bobby’, in a city steeped in
tradition with an aura all its own.

From one boat to another – cruise passengers
in Edinburgh may also wish to visit the Royal
Yacht Britannia permanently berthed nearby at
Leith Docks. Decommissioned in 1997, the yacht
belonged to Her Majesty The Queen and was used
for official state occasions and private holidays by
the Royal Family.

There is much more to Edinburgh than just history and heritage
however. It is a modern, dynamic city known for its cultural attractions,
galleries, performing arts and international festivals. It is the UK’s
second financial centre after London and home to the Scottish
Parliament which welcomes visitors to learn about the issues at the
core of our country’s governance. Shoppers enjoy the retail delights of
Princes Street and neighbouring areas with malls, high street names
and speciality shops, all easily viewed from the dizzy heights of the
prominent Scott Monument in Princes Street Gardens.

21
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L-R: Pipers on the Royal Mile, The Scott Monument, The Scottish Parliament, The Ross Fountain and
Edinburgh Castle, Palace of Holyrood House, Edinburgh Castle.
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Land of castles, battles, poetry and song

TOUR

Castles & Culture
Visit:
South Ayrshire combines a unique country and
coastal mix. Enthusiasts of Robert Burns can
sample a host of attractions within easy walking
distance in the pretty village of Alloway. Admire
Burns Cottage the birthplace of Robert Burns
built in 1757, enjoy the Tam O’ Shanter Experience
which tells Burns’ epic poem, then stroll to the
Auld Kirk, Brig O’ Doon and Burns Monument.
Just 12 miles south along the beautiful coast
road, Culzean Castle and Country Park is another
breathtaking tour suggestion. From the Oval
Staircase, to the art collections, the armoury,
to the Fountain Court and walled garden, this
romantic castle is guaranteed to delight.

See:
Outstanding views out to sea of Ailsa Craig, the
volcanic plug from which curling stones are made.

Also enjoy:

“

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And auld lang syne?
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne,
We’ll tak a cup o’ kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.

22

”

L-R: Airth Castle, Eilean Donan Castle, Stirling Castle, Culzean Castle, Brig O’Doon,
detail from The Wallace Monument.

Scotland’s many castles, palaces and towns provide a fascinating
insight into the lives of some of the country’s most famed characters.
Stirling Castle, just an hour from Greenock Ocean Terminal, has
been the venue for many an important moment in Scotland’s history
including the crowning of Mary Queen of Scots and provides interesting
interpretations of how the castle was in medieval times. From the
castle esplanade, the sites of seven historic battles can be seen, as
can the Wallace Monument which commemorates one of Scotland’s
national heroes, ‘Braveheart’ William Wallace, who fought with Robert
the Bruce for Scotland’s independence.

Shopping at Culzean Castle – with a range of
well-stocked shops, souvenirs are easy to find.
Less than 90 minutes’ drive south from Greenock Ocean Terminal and
cruise passengers can be in the heart of Burns Country experiencing
the life and works of Scotland’s most celebrated poet, Robert Burns.
The epicentre is Alloway with Burns Cottage, a museum containing the
original manuscript of Auld Lang Syne and the Brig O’Doon.
Ayrshire is also home to Robert Adam’s fairytale cliff top masterpiece,
Culzean Castle. A favourite of President Eisenhower, he was given
his own apartment as a gesture of Scottish thanks for America’s
support during World War II. An exhibition highlights Eisenhower’s
achievements during the final stages of the war and the Castle
Armoury is home to one of the most important collections of arms
in existence.
23
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“ By yon bonnie banks and by yon bonnie braes”

TOUR

Lochs & Glens
Visit:
Following the scenic A82 from Glasgow to the
western side of Loch Lomond ensures a tour
of outstanding natural beauty. Stop at Balloch,
the gateway to Loch Lomond and The Trossachs
National Park for speciality shopping at Loch
Lomond Shores and the unique aquarium at the
Loch Lomond Sea Life Centre.
Just 15 minutes north, is the quaint little
conservation village of Luss with its stone cottages,
gift shops, tearooms and river/lochside walks.
Tours can continue onwards to encompass other
lochs such as Loch Fyne and Loch Eck.

See:
Three miles north of Luss, Firkin Point is the
perfect stopping point for photographs, with
views north and south over Loch Lomond and
a flat lochside path where passengers can
stretch their legs.

“

Also enjoy:

By yon bonnie banks and by yon bonnie braes
Where the sun shines bright on Loch Lomond
Where me and my true love will ne-er meet again
On the bonnie, bonnie banks o’ Loch Lomon’.
Song lyrics, Original author is unknown.

”

Scotland’s scenery is majestic and mystical. From mountains such
as Ben Lomond to glens like the awe-inspiring Glen Coe; from loch
to river, it is guaranteed to impress even the most well travelled
cruise passenger.
Perhaps the most famous Scottish loch is Loch Ness, where although
further afield, a trip could mean a special encounter with the most
elusive of monsters for a keen eyed visitor. However there are other
wonderful lochs within easy reach of Glasgow, such as pretty Loch
Katrine with the world-famous steamship, Sir Walter Scott, and Loch
Fyne famed for its oysters, shellfish and smoked Scottish salmon
which graces international tables.

Boat trips and exploring the gardens and grounds
of Balloch Castle Country Park, which offers
beautiful views over the famous ‘bonnie banks’.

Loch Lomond, celebrated in song and poem, is just 35 minutes’
drive from Greenock Ocean Terminal. Situated in Scotland’s first
National Park, this beautiful loch is an impressive 24 miles long
with over 30 islands. Teamed with the National Park Gateway Centre
and Loch Lomond Shores complex, Loch Lomond makes for a
stunning attraction with aquarium, woodland trails, cruises and
speciality shopping.
Scotland’s scenery also provides perfect opportunities to see some
of the country’s famous flora and fauna, from heather and thistles to
deer, Highland cattle and birds of prey. It is even possible to view some
of this breathtaking scenery by seaplane, with regular departures
from Glasgow taking passengers to Oban bay, in just 24 minutes.
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L-R: Loch Fyne, Glencoe, Loch Katrine, Loch Long, seaplane on Loch Lomond,
view of Loch Lomond from Beinn-Dudh.
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DISTANCES BETWEEN
PORTS from Greenock

An accessible
international destination at the heart of Scotland

Belfast
Dublin
Liverpool
Milford Haven
Cork
Swansea
Cardiff
Edinburgh
Southampton
Newcastle
London

SCOTLAND
Air:
Glasgow is served by two international airports
(Glasgow Airport and Glasgow Prestwick
International Airport), both with easy access
to the city centre.

Glasgow

Edinburgh

GREENOCK
OCEAN TERMINAL

Rail:

The city is exceptionally well linked nationally
by a fast intercity rail service including sleeper
services to London, with journey times to Britain’s
capital city of around five hours.

Newcastle

Distances are in nautical
miles and do not allow for
local navigational deviations

NORTHERN
IRELAND

Road:

At the heart of Scotland’s road
network, drive
Belfast
times from Greenock Ocean Terminal to some
of the country’s best known scenery and
attractions are short.
Destination
Loch Lomond

Glasgow’s
Flight Route Map

Glasgow

Approx mileage
25 miles
Dublin
34 miles

Stirling
54 miles
REPUBLIC
CASTLE
OF IRELAND
Greenock Ocean Terminal is uniquely positioned within easy sailing
distance of other ports in the UK and Ireland.
The Port also provides convenient access to rail, air and motorway
networks for any onward journey.
Glasgow has a wide choice of direct flights to the rest of the United
Kingdom, North America and Europe, with many other international
destinations accessible via only one stop.

Liverpool

1hr

ALLOWAY

55 miles

1hr 15mins

Edinburgh
CASTLE

74 miles

1hr 30mins

ENGLAND

WALES
Milford Haven
Swansea
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L-R: Tail fins at Glasgow Airport, Glasgow Central Station, Glasgow’s M8 motorway.

35mins

Cork

Such excellent access makes Greenock Ocean Terminal a perfect
port of embarkation, with cruise partners able to start or end their
cruise itineraries in Glasgow, as well as considering it as a convenient,
enjoyable cruise call.
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Drive Time
35mins
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Cardiff

Southampton

90
170
208
284
324
326
367
565
573
658
729

London

Greenock Ocean Terminal
essential port information

ESSENTIAL PORT FACTS
Maximum size of vessel

No restrictions

Quay length

376m

Draught

12.6m

Tidal range

3m

Pilotage

Compulsory

Bunkering

Available

Fresh water

30 tonnes per hour

Towage

Available

Agency service

Available

Marine Information

“

Greenock is a great gateway to Glasgow and beyond
for the cruise passenger. The excellent cruise
terminal facilities and fine welcome provide the
cruise ship guests with a first class experience.
As well as exploring the local area, passengers have
the opportunity of choosing from a wide selection of
sightseeing tours allowing them to explore cities and
towns as well as lochs and mountains.
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Richard Alexander, Managing Director
Morrisons Tours

”

L-R: Terminal arrivals area, high level security, souvenir shopping in the terminal,
onward tours from the quayside, a piper’s send-off.

Located at 55° 57’ N 004° 45’ W, with two spacious berths, the natural
deepwater port of Greenock offers a safe, convenient stopping point for
cruise ships of all sizes. In the past, we have comfortably berthed the
Queen Mary 2 alongside, demonstrating our ability to accommodate
the largest cruise vessels afloat.
Cruise partners are reassured by our extensive security provision
which includes full shore side checks and screening facilities including
x-ray. In terms of towage, tugs are not compulsory but can be ordered
with as little as two hours’ notice. We have pilots and linesmen
available 24/7, with no restrictions on arrival or departure times.
Summary port and marine information for Greenock Ocean Terminal is
provided here and we would be pleased to provide cruise partners with
any detailed technical or operational information required.
Please contact Andrew Hemphill on tel: +44 (0) 1475 726171
or email: andrew.hemphill@clydeport.co.uk
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Tidal Range

3m

Cope Height

+5.71metres
Chart Datum

GOT Cope Height above
Mean High Water Springs

+2.31 metres

GOT Cope Height above
Mean Low Water Springs

+5.31 metres

Pilot boarding Position

55* 43’N 04* 59’W

Bollards loading rate

75t

Tide current values in
the channel

2 - 3 knots

Predominant Wind

SW’ly

Obstructions for
navigation

None

Tug availability

Yes up to 55t BP
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GREENOCK

“Haste ye back”

Design by Maguires Glasgow, www.maguiresonline.co.uk

